
KUWAIT: Mohamed Naser Al-Sayer &
Sons (MNSS), a subsidiary of Al-Sayer
Holding and Lexus have unveiled the all-
new ES, the most innovative and advanced
new generation Lexus flagship. 

The launch event held at Al-Sayer
Ballroom at Ardiya was attended by Faisal
Bader Al-Sayer, Chairman, Mubarak Naser
Al-Sayer, CEO, Bengt Schultz, Chief
Operating Officer, Mahmoud Abou Zahr,
Lexus Business Director MNSS, Yukihiro
Kito, ES Deputy Chief Engineer Lexus
International, Yugo Miyamoto, Chief
Representative and Naomichi Hirose,
Manager from Representative Office in
Dubai along with distinguished members
from the press and media.

Mubarak Naser Al-Sayer  said, “I
express our sincere gratitude to our cus-
tomers for choosing Lexus, we always value
their exceptional support. Lexus cars are a
complete range of luxury sedans and sport-
utility cars. It is continuing to focus being a
luxury lifestyle brand and continues to
evolve with an increased emphasis on tech-
nology, performance, art, fashion - to offer
experience amazing”.

After nearly three decades of unprece-
dented success in the luxury segment,
Lexus is forging a new, more ambitious
path as it unveils the all-new 2019 Lexus
ES. Long known for its unparalleled com-
fort, refinement, and luxury appointments,
the all-new Lexus ES builds on its strengths
with an all-new platform that allows for a
more dynamic exterior design and even
better driving performance. 

“From the product side, Lexus new
design global strategy was a major success
in Kuwait and the region. Additionally, the
new technologies that had been introduced
into the Lexus model lineup had given our
customers a new feeling for the driving
dynamics that had even surpassed the pre-
vious Lexus records. The quietness which
was a great feature for Lexus is even better.
The interior design had hit a cord with our
customers because they think it has taken
Lexus to a new frontier of luxury and a
feeling of serenity,” commented Mahmooud
Abou Zahr.

Comfort and quietness
The engineering team, led by chief engi-

neer Yasuhiro Sakakibara, had one clear
goal when it came to the ES: ‘Transform its
image.’ That meant further sharpening a
sedan, known primarily for comfort and
quietness, and adding class-leading han-
dling and power that you can feel and hear. 

According to Sakakibara, the all-new
Lexus ES has been built to deliver a funda-
mentally higher level of performance than
any of its predecessors. He revealed: “With
every new generation of the ES, the team
works towards exceeding our customers’
needs and expectations. The all-new 2019
Lexus ES embodies our vision of develop-
ing a model that blends key elements of
design and performance in a way that
would deliver a higher level of enjoyment
for its drivers and passengers. We knew
this ES had to feel responsive and easy to
drive, no matter what kind of road it was
on. That can only be achieved with a solid
foundation.” 

That foundation is the newly developed
GA-K platform. It is an exceptionally rigid
front-wheel-drive chassis made from sever-
al grades of high-strength steel. The GA-K
platform also incorporates far more struc-
tural adhesives than the previous ES plat-
form, as well as laser screw welding - a
construction method shared with the LS
sedan, which is used in 120 locations
throughout the GA-K platform to further
solidify the already robust structure.
Additional measures were used to improve
front-end stiffness, including a strut tower
brace, multiple reinforcement panels for the
strut towers themselves, and new radiator

support braces. 
Yugo Miyamoto,

Chief Representative,
Middle East and
North Africa
R e p r e s e n t a t i v e
Office, Toyota Motor
Corporation, said:
“We are thrilled to

announce the launch of the all-new Lexus
ES in the Middle East to complement the
phenomenal success of the model and also
to pave the way for a futuristic driving
experience in the region. Building on the
distinctive characteristics of the ES, such
as the unparalleled ride comfort and quiet-
ness, refinement, and luxury appointments,
the Lexus engineers challenged their
craftsmanship to sculpt the exciting, all-
new sedan.” 

Miyamoto added: “Delivering on our
promise to develop vehicles that offer
amazing experiences and exceed the

expectations of customers, we have intro-
duced two new models in the ES lineup,
including the ES 300h, an electrified hybrid
model, and an F SPORT model. I would like
to thank our customers in the region for
inspiring us to push the boundaries of cre-
ativity, craftsmanship, and innovation.” 

Class-leading hybrid model
One of two major additions to the all-

new Lexus ES lineup includes the ES 300h,
an electrified hybrid model, which combines
two power sources consisting of a petrol
engine and two electric motors. The class-

leading hybrid electric model enables cus-
tomers to contribute to a sustainable future
while enjoying increased driving satisfac-
tion and engagement provided by its
advanced technologies and cabin quietness,
as well as its acceleration smoothness,
especially when starting off. 

The second addition is the all-new 2019
Lexus ES F SPORT model, which further
enhances the driving excitement so that
drivers can enjoy a sense of oneness with
the car, born of its ability to respond imme-
diately to driving enthusiasts’ intentions in
various situations. In addition to a thrilling
exterior that highlights its bold and aggres-
sive personality, the all-new Lexus ES F
SPORT features numerous upgrades such
as a retuned suspension, 19-inch wheels

and tires, and unique aluminum interior trim
that gives the machine a more dynamic look
and feel. 

The introduction of the all-new 2019
Lexus ES continues the expression of the
brand’s design direction and commitment
towards crafting vehicles with heightened
excitement, emotion, and passion, expand-
ing that vision of the brand’s future to a
broader audience. 

Complementing the all-new Lexus ES
emotional design is a thrilling drive person-
ality imbued by three powertrain options.

The ES 350 is powered by a 3.5-liter V6
engine that is designed to deliver com-
manding acceleration along with an invig-
orating sound. 

In addition, an electrified hybrid power-
train was developed for the all-new ES.
This third powertrain option combines two
power sources consisting of a petrol
engine and two electric motors, producing
176 hp and 22.5 kg-m of torque and 118 hp
and 20.6 kg-m of torque, respectively,
delivering a combined system output of
215 hp. The class-leading hybrid electric
model ES 300h can be driven entirely by
either electrical power with zero-fuel con-
sumption and carbon emissions, or with a
combination of a petrol engine and two
electric motors, depending on the vehicle’s
speed and customer’s driving behavior. The
batteries in the hybrid electric drivetrain
are automatically charged by either the
petrol engine or when braking and deceler-
ating, eliminating the need to plug in a
power cord. Furthermore, the ES 300h
electrified hybrid model features a host of
advanced technologies, yet drives like any
other conventional car and does not
require special fuel. 

Exquisite interior
Completing the all-new Lexus ES’ dis-

tinct personality is its exquisite interior that
invites the driver and passengers to enjoy a
range of advanced features offering a
refined cabin experience. These include an

enhanced in-vehicle 12.3-inch multimedia
display, a 7-inch color multi-information
display (MID), a wireless charging system
for smartphones, an LED ambient illumina-
tion, the Lexus Climate Concierge with a 3-
zone independent temperature control sys-
tem, a 17-speaker Mark Levinson sound
system, multi-adjustable power and venti-
lated front seats, power reclining rear seats,
a rear armrest with multi-operation panel,
and a hands-free power trunk lid. 

Available in 12 distinctive exterior colors,
the all-new Lexus ES allows customers to
express their individuality with two exclu-
sive colors for the F SPORT version. Two
newly-developed exterior colors, Ice Ecru
Mica Metallic and Sunlight Green Mica
Metallic, further evoke the luxurious and
glamorous atmosphere. On the other hand,
the interior comes in a total of five color
schemes, with two new schemes called Rich
Cream and Chateau, and an exclusive
scheme for the F SPORT. There are five
available ornamentations depending on the
grade, with three new designs, including
Bamboo, Shimamoku Black, and a Dynamic
pattern called ‘3D Film,’ along with one
exclusive design for the F SPORT.
Furthermore, the all-new model has been
rearmed with four new wheel designs; a 17-
inch wheel, two 18-inch wheels - with one
wheel developed to reduce weight, enhance
rigidity, and suppress noise generated by
the tires - and a 19-inch wheel that is
exclusive for the F SPORT. 
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Al-Sayer and Lexus unveil 
all-new 2019 Lexus ES 

Remarkable innovation and breathtaking elegance like never before

•  New dynamic capabilities reflected through a new emotional
design

•  New platform for greatest-ever agility and comfort on the new ES
•  New eight-speed automatic transmission
•  All-new electrified hybrid ES 300h model: the most fuel-efficient

luxury vehicle without a plug 
•  First-ever F SPORT model in the ES lineup 
•  Comprehensive Lexus Safety System+ for unmatched protection 

KUWAIT: Chairman Faisal Bader Al-Sayer and CEO Mubarak Naser Al-Sayer with other officials during the
unveiling of the all-new Lexus ES by Mohamed Naser Al-Sayer & Sons (MNSS) and Lexus at Al-Sayer Ballroom
at Ardiya yesterday. — Photos by Joseph Shagra


